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CLEANERS – AEROKROIL - DEGREASERS

EZCLEAR INSTRUMENT PANEL CLEAN KIT
This product meets Garmin G1000 Pilot Guide 
specs for cleaning and is safe to use on 
glass panels. EZCLEAR Instrument Cleaning 
provides a safe, effective way to remove 
fingerprints and dust from glass panels, 
instruments and more. The kit contains three 
EZCLEAR Cleaning Packs and one Polishing 
Cloth; these items have been specifically 
paired together to ensure safe and effective 

screen cleaning. Per the instructions, the user wipes the surface with 
the Cleaning Pack and then dries the area with the Polishing Cloth. The 
Cleaning Packs are ammonia free, aviation-grade and will not remove 
or damage any anti-reflective coating. The Polishing Cloth is washable. 
This kit will last between 3-4 months depending upon frequency of use.
 P/N 09-02394 ...........$26.50

EZCLEAR ALL-SPRAY DETAILERS
The All-Spray Detailer packages All- Spray 
cleaner and a disposable Microfiber Towel 
into a portable Wet/Dry combo pack. This on-
the-go Detailer is designed for a quick, single-
time aircraft window cleaning application. 
Stow these window detailers in the back of 
the aircraft or in the glove box. The Detailer 
measure 3.25” x 4.5” when folded in half. A 
package of 10 makes a great gift.
 P/N 09-02375 .............$3.80

EZCLEAR  ALL-SPRAY
CLEANING AND DETAILING GA

AIRCRAFT WINDOWS
Detailer’s All-Spray is an aviation grade, anti-static detailing 
spray that will quickly restore a brilliant luster to acrylic 
surfaces. All-spray is ideal for cleaning aircraft windows, 
instrument panels, landing light and navigational lenses. It is 
also great for cleaning clear plastic boat windows, convertible 
windows, helmet shields, motorcycle windscreens, CD’s, 
aquariums, skylights, displays, and other Plexiglas, Lexan, 
Acrylite and Lucite plastic surfaces.
32 Ounces ................................P/N 09-02379 ...........$52.75

RID ODOR SPORT 
Rid Odor Sport is a product that nearly every owner of a Single 
Engine/Multi Engine both pressurized and non-pressurized 
need! Why? Because there are two things that nearly ever 
aircraft owner fights, whether they hanger their aircraft or tied 
down. Moisture and Bacteria are the two major reasons why 
cabin spaces have terrific problems with "Odors".
Rid Odor Sport is chemically engineered and designed to 
be attracted to ALL Malodor molecules and the reasons for 
them being there. Everything that is organic is surrounded 
by atoms. All atoms have one thing singularly in common 
and that is that they are oriented with a positive (+) charged 
molecules. Rid Odor Sport is designed so that the each 
molecule inside our formula is constructed with a negative 
(-) charged molecule. When Rid Odor Sport is pump sprayed 

into the vicinity of all of the” Malodor Molecules (+) “, the Rid Odor Sport 
Molecules (-) are attracted and drawn in by Malodor molecules. Once 
they collide, the Sports molecule bonds to the malodor and destroys 
the malodor molecule. Unlike other products that just mask over the 
odor, Rid Odor destroys the malodor and leaves the inside of the cabin 
smelling like new!
8 oz. Trigger Spray ......................................P/N 09-02610 ...........$12.75

AEROKROIL PENETRATING OIL
Corrosion, compression, chemical reactions, thermal 
variations, and electrical interrelationships are the primary 
factors which contribute in varying degrees to frozen metal 
parts. For example, in some instances, loosening a frozen 
metal part requires that the molecular bond of oxidation 
be broken at the first molecular level. This requires that a 
chemical bond be broken in an often-inaccessible location 
that literally exists in infinitely small spaces.
Based on a unique proprietary formula and manufacturing 
process, Kano created a molecule which had an inherent 
means of expedient self propulsion which would penetrate 
into spaces which are immeasurably small. 
In the lab, it was nicknamed Creeping Oil, Kreeping Oil, and 
finally Kroil. To these penetrating properties were added the 
ability to disrupt the existing corrosive bond while remaining 
chemically neutral to the base metal. Since not all frozen 

parts are caused by corrosion, additional research has provided for the 
inclusion of other molecular properties assuring that the final molecular 
architecture would also be capable of loosening frozen metal parts 
when other factors such as compression were more responsible for the 
problem. The result is Kroil, the world’s largest selling penetrating oil. 
Guaranteed to penetrate, lubricate, and loosen frozen metal parts or it 
costs you nothing! 
8 oz Can ......................................................P/N 09-05574 ...........$12.85
13 oz Aerosol...............................................P/N 09-02665 ...........$20.95
16.5 oz Aerosol............................................P/N 09-03022 ...........$24.50

PTI ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND
PTI’s Anti-seize Compound is a silicone base 
grease with a high pigmentation of micro fine 
molybdenum disulfide. It is heat stable and will not 
decompose or form a gum deposit. It is effective 
under light or medium bearing loads on steel to 
bronze, metal babbit, zinc, nylon, Teflon or hard-
anodized aluminum surfaces. Normally it is suitable 
for operating temperatures of -65 F to + 1000 F.
1 Pint ............................P/N 09-02901 .........$120.85
1 Quart .........................P/N 09-02902 .........$169.75

METLUBE METALWORKING FLUID
MetLube® Metalworking Fluid is a multi-machine, 
multi-application biodegradable metalworking fluid 
built on chemistry unlike any other found in the 
industry. In MetLube’s oil-free technology, molecules 
work together to create benefits rather than fighting or 
replacing each other. This technology gives you all the 
features and benefits without any of the compromise. 

1 Gallon .......................................................P/N 09-05570 ...........$58.75
5 Gallons .....................................................P/N 09-05571 .........$265.95
55 Gallon Drum ...........................................P/N 09-05572 ......$2,425.00
275 Gallon Tote ...........................................P/N 09-05573 ....$10,025.00

PTI MOLY SPRAY LUBRICANT
Moly spray is unequaled as a lubricant for machine 
tools, plastic molding machines, paper and textile 
making equipment, oven mechanisms, and sheet 
metal and tube bending operations. Provides 
lubrication on surfaces for which a “wet” or “liquid” 
lubricant is undesirable.
 P/N 09-02903 ...........$17.50

ORANGE CITRUS CRAZY CLEAN 
DEGREASER

Orange Citrus Crazy Clean is fortified with a natural orange 
citrus solvent (d-limonene) that cleans and deodorizes most 
surfaces. Simply spray this foaming product and wipe clean. 
It contains no chlorinated solvents, petroleum distillates 
or glycol ethers. This product is safe for use on washable, 
painted surfaces. Excellent for removing dirty hand prints & 
grease marks from your aircraft.  20 oz aerosol.
 P/N 09-04702 .............$7.50

SHERLOCK LEAK DETECTOR FLUID
Neutral solutions formulated for leak-testing lines, cylinders 
and tanks carrying pure oxygen, but also used widely for 
testing fuel tanks, pneumatic systems - in fact any product 
or system that can be leak-tested with air or gas pressure.  
Contains no oil, grease or any other ingredient that could 
combine with pure oxygen to form either a flammable or 

explosive mixture. Thoroughly tested and approved by both governmen-
tal and commercial laboratories. 
8oz. bottle ....................................................P/N 08-12291 .............$5.95
Gallon ..........................................................P/N 08-16215 ...........$29.75

AERO-BRITE UNIVERSAL GREEN 
LEAK DETECTION DYE 

Locates all leaks in petroleum- and synthetic-based 
aviation fluid systems! Checks an entire system in just 
minutes! Ideal for use as part of a diagnostic/ preventive 
maintenance program for commercial and military aircraft 
fuel and fluid systems!
16 oz .........................................P/N 13-22754 .........$215.75
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